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• Gyroresonance of Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices with Na+ in Mercury’s magnetotail
P. Gingell et al. (Queen Mary, University of London)
Observations of Mercury’s plasma environment by the MESSENGER spacecraft have revealed that the
planet hosts a strongly asymmetric magnetosphere influenced by significant finite Larmor radius effects
at the boundary layer between magnetospheric and solar wind plasma environments. Linear analysis
and global hybrid simulations suggest asymmetric growth of the Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instability
between the dusk and dawn flanks of the magnetopause, and indeed K-H waves have been observed
almost exclusively at the dusk flank during northward IMF. It has been shown that Kelvin-Helmholtz
waves at the dusk flank are observed predominantly at scales associated with the gyration of hot sodium
ions - a population originating at the dayside exosphere, and distributed preferentially at the dusk flank.
This suggests that a resonance may occur between sodium ion gyration and K-H vortex growth. Using
two-dimensional local hybrid simulations of dusk and dawn boundaries with varying sodium ion density,
we have reproduced the main observational features: we see a strong peak in the K-H wave spectra at
sodium gyro scales at the dusk boundaries, and suppression of the growth of vortices at the dawn
boundaries. We examine the mechanism of the resonant interaction between counter-gyrating sodium
ions and K-H vortices using test particle simulations, and discuss the influence of this gyro-resonance
on particle transport and structure formation.

• Cascades, Instabilities and Attractors in Neutron Star Magnetic Fields.
K.N. Gourgouliatos (1), R. Hollerbach (1), T. Wood (2)
(1) University of Leeds, Department of Applied Mathematics, Woodhouse Lane, LS2 9JT.
(2) School of Mathematics and Statistics, Newcastle University, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 7RU.
Magnetic Field evolution in Neutron Star crusts is mediated through the Hall effect and Ohmic decay,
with the former being dominant in the strongly magnetised ones, also known as magnetars. Here, we
present the results of three dimensional simulations, of the evolution of the crustal magnetic field. We
find that the field is susceptible to the density-shearing instability which generates non-axisymmetric
features, even if the initial conditions are highly axisymmetric. There is a clear energy transfer to
higher modes, while the overall structure of the field retains some memory of its initial state. The
spectrum developing is described by a power-law with an index between 4/3 and 2, depending on to
the degree of axial symmetry of the field. The intermediate scale structures that develop through Hall
evolution persist over time, in analogy to the attractor state of the magnetic field, found previously in
axially symmetric simulations. Thus, the Hall effect in 3-D accelerates the magnetic field evolution in
neutron stars, providing sufficient heat to power magnetar X-ray persistent emission. It also allows
the generation of small-scale but strong magnetic fields providing a viable explanation for the origin
of bursts. Finally, the scales of these localised fields is in accordance with observations of hot spots in
magnetars.

• Tools for THOR: Selecting scales using wavelet transforms
S. Haaland, A. Vaivads & E. Eriksson
THOR, the Turbulent Heating ObserveR is an ESA proposal for a dedicated space mission to study
turbulence in space plasma. Turbulence implies an energy cascade - a transfer of energy to subsequent
smaller scales by various non-linear processes. In this presentation we demonstrate a tool to extract
plasma structures of a certain scale size for closer study. The procedure consists of removing a fixed
frame velocity, thereafter a transformation into wavelet domain where filtering and scale selection is
done and finally transformation back to the time domain. Unlike classical time domain filtering, high
frequency components and sharp transitions as seen in plasma discontinuities are preserved with this
method.



• A statistical study of the magnetic power spectrum at interplanetary shocks.
O. Kruparova (1), V. Krupar (2,1), J. Safrankova (3), Z. Nemecek(3), O. Santolik (1,3), J. Soucek (1),
M. Maksimovic (4), C. H. K. Chen (2)
(1) Institute of Atmospheric Physics CAS, Czech Republic
(2) Imperial College London, UK
(3) Charles University, Czech Republic
(4) Paris Observatory, France

The solar wind has a strong turbulent nature with several energy cascades. Interplanetary (IP) shocks
are characterised by abrupt changes of plasma parameters and the magnetic field strength. We have
identified 1,068 IP shocks in data obtained by the Wind spacecraft between 1995 and 2015. We sta-
tistically compared magnetic power spectra before and after IP shock crossings for four IP shock types
using normalization to two spatial scales in the plasma frame: the proton gyroradius and proton in-
ertial length. Generally, larger fluctuations were observed in the downstream when compared to the
upstream. We can identify the break of the power law spectra between the MHD and kinetic scales.
The best collapse of the power spectra was with normalization to the proton gyroradius for fast shocks,
whereas slow shock power spectra are more sensitive to the proton inertial length.

• The structure of MHD turbulence
J. Mason (University of Exeter)
Incompressible magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) provides the simplest theoretical framework for under-
standing magnetised plasma turbulence. Significant progress with the fundamental theory for MHD
turbulence has been made over recent years, largely as a result of the enormous increase in compu-
tational power that has been realised. For example, in 2006, Boldyrev (Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 115002)
proposed a new phenomenological model of the energy cascade in incompressible, field-guided, MHD
turbulence. A series of high-resolution numerical simulations followed, which were designed to test the
theoretical predictions. Of particular interest is the three-dimensional anisotropic structure and the
intriguing scale-dependent alignment of the velocity and magnetic field in the plane perpendicular to
the background field.

• Understanding compressible turbulence in the solar wind with multipoint density measurements derived
from spacecraft potential.
O. Roberts (ESTEC)
Measurements of spacecraft potential can often be used to derive the electron number density with higher
time resolution than is typically available with plasma instruments. On board the Cluster spacecraft
the potential is measured with the Electric Fields and Waves instrument (EFW) which consists of four
booms in the spin plane of the spacecraft. Consequently the potential measurement is affected by spin
and wake effects. This makes the study of frequencies larger than the spin frequency challenging. To
overcome these caveats a statistical model of the potential is obtained as a function of the angle the
spacecraft is facing. When this variation is known it can be removed from the potential data, resulting
in a much more accurate determination of the electron density and a cleaner power spectrum. Spikes at
harmonics of the spin frequency can be removed without the need to use a notch filter on the time series.
The treated data can then be used as an input to the k-filtering technique, which has previously been
applied to the incompressible components of the magnetic field. This allows determination of the three
dimensional power distribution in wave space as well as the wavevectors and plasma frame frequencies.
Results for the compressible component (using electron density and magnitude of the magnetic field as
inputs) and the incompressible component (three components of the magnetic field) will be compared.



• Kinetic scale observations of circularly polarised electric and magnetic fluctuations in the solar wind.
D. Stansby, T. Horbury, C. H. K Chen & L. Matteini (Imperial College London)
The solar wind at 1AU often displays bands of enhanced fluctuation power superimposed on top of
a turbulent power law background at scales between the proton and electron gyro-frequencies. The
fluctuations are short lived (< 5s) individual wave packets, with multiple wave packets found in larger
intervals spanning up to 4 hours. The origin of these waves is still under debate; are they created near
the Sun and convected outwards to 1AU, or are they generated in situ within the plasma, and through
which processes are they generated? With just magnetic field measurements only a limited subset of
the waves properties can be calculated to answer these questions. Using the THEMIS spacecraft, we
present simultaneous electric filed and magnetic field waveforms of these fluctuations, allowing unique
determination of the wave direction and phase speed. Initial statistical results show these waves are
circularly polarised, closely aligned with the background magnetic field, travel both sunward and anti-
sunward in the plasma frame and have phase speeds around 10 times larger than the local Alfvén speed.

• Investigation of the variance and spectral anisotropies of the solar wind turbulence with multiple point
spacecraft observations.
D. Vech & Christopher Chen (Imperial College London)
One of the most important features of the plasma turbulence is the anisotropy, which arises due to
the presence of the magnetic field. The understanding of the anisotropy is particularly important to
reveal how the turbulent cascade operates. It is well known that anisotropy exists with respect to the
mean magnetic field, however recent theoretical studies suggested anisotropy with respect to the radial
direction.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the variance and spectral anisotropies of the solar wind
turbulence with multiple point spacecraft observations. The study includes the Advanced Composition
Analyzer (ACE), WIND and Cluster spacecraft data. The second order structure functions are derived
for two different spacecraft configurations: when the pair of spacecraft are separated radially (with re-
spect to the spacecraft -Sun line) and when they are separated along the transverse direction. We analyze
the effect of the different sampling directions on the variance anisotropy, global spectral anisotropy, local
3D spectral anisotropy and discuss the implications for our understanding of solar wind turbulence.


